
BT Versatility 
 
 Communication 
 without complication



BT Versatility is the all-in-one solution for 
fast affordable modern communications. 
It’s the perfect match for small businesses 
with big ambitions.

Start small... stay small... or grow bigger 

If all you want is a basic, value-for-money phone system 
BT Versatility will do the job perfectly. But thanks to its 
advanced technology and simple, modular design, you can 
make it do so much more. 

Whether it’s to save time and money, or simply to do things
better, you’ll find BT Versatility has everything you need.

In one simple package – for an amazing price.
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Making sense
in a confusing marketplace



Value for money
BT Versatility is a modern and efficient ‘communications
in a box’ solution. It’s easy to install, set up and run.
Simple ‘snap-in’ modules allow you to add extra lines and
more powerful tools as and when you need them.

If you’re a small organisation looking for a phone system
for anywhere between two and 52 users, this is the one
for you. 

BT Versatility fits with any type of business and handles all
forms of communication – from the most basic to the
most advanced. It’s brilliantly simple and amazing value.
Especially now that you can use the internet to make
phone calls and extend all the benefits of your office
communications to home or remote workers.

• Handle more calls and boost productivity. Everything
about BT Versatility is designed to help you work
smarter – from expansion consoles and feature-rich
display handsets for desktops and shop counters to
latest-generation IP (Internet Protocol) phones for your
people at home or in the field. Or choose simple, rugged
handsets for site offices, warehouses and factories.

• Maximise your investment with broadband. Add a BT
Versatility Broadband Module (BBM) or Broadband
Module Plus (BBM PLUS) and take advantage of
broadband internet access, wireless LAN (Local Area
Network) capability and gain extra voice channels with
VoIP (voice over internet protocol). The solution offers
you the ability to have low cost broadband voice lines to
send and receive telephone calls to anywhere in the
world over the internet. Alternatively BBM and BBM
PLUS* also allow you to connect multiple branch offices
with calls between them included at no extra cost. 

*utilising a BTV Communications server

• Set up your own home worker network. By upgrading
to Broadband Module Plus (BBM PLUS) and using the
new V-IP Featurephone your people can be round the
corner or at the other end of the country and still
accessing the full power of the office telephone system.
You save office space, gain flexibility and boost
productivity while customers still call on the usual
numbers and get the same service they expect from the
main office.

• Never miss another call. BT Versatility Voicemail can
help you make sure customers always get the attention
and services they need, even when offices are closed or
your lines are busy. It can even mimic some aspects of
call centres, which is great for law firms, accountants,
estate agents – indeed anyone wanting to add a
distinctive, professional touch when customers call.
Useful and cost-effective, voicemail comes as standard
on all systems over eight extensions. 

• Fast-track callers through to the people and services
they need. BT Versatility can help you to get more done,
in less time, without adding to staff or premises’
overheads. Take the pressure off your staff by having
calls answered and routed automatically, enabling
callers to dial people direct.

• Boost your income without investing in more staff or
bigger premises. Why not set up a dedicated, voicemail
service for orders and enquiries, or use the BBM or BBM
PLUS to set up and run your own e-commerce web site?
If you’re looking to open up into new markets and new
income streams, if you want to speed your order
processing and get goods out to customers faster, 
BT Versatility has all the right connections. 

What is BT Versatility – what can it do for me?
Buy BT Versatility for what you need today and to be ready to build for tomorrow.

Aberdeen City Council turned to BT Versatility when it decided to upgrade voice communications
within and between the city’s schools. The systems had grown organically in each school over
time and consisted of several generations of technology and were, in the council’s words “neither
coherent nor efficient”.
The Scottish Schools Initiative meant that broadband was already in place and BT explained how
an immediate advantage of using that infrastructure for voice would be the ability to have free
calls between schools and big savings on phone bills. 

Price was, of course, an important consideration but we also felt the interoperability of the BT
Versatility solution was more appropriate for our specific needs than other offerings. We were
impressed too, with BT’s overall plan for the project, which was very workable and well managed. 
Andrew Mein, Aberdeen City Council

BT Versatility systems were installed in 17 schools and, using the existing data connections, BT was
able to create an IP (Internet Protocol) VPN (Virtual Private Network) offering calls free between
schools as well as other benefits such as direct dial and advanced voicemail. The standardised
system also reduces upgrade and support costs and staff changing schools don’t need to worry
about learning a new system.

We now have a future proof system so that when we need to upgrade we know the equipment
will take care of foreseeable future requirements. Being IP-based we can also use it as a flexible
technical platform which will make it easier to implement and integrate with concepts such as
the virtual classroom.

At first, we thought of the system as a way to improve communication throughout the 
business. However, it is the indirect effects that have demonstrated the greatest impact,
including our ability to improve the coordination of our activities and further cooperation 
across different functions.

Although, this [developing an e-shopping website] can understandably be a daunting 
task, we were buoyed by our knowledge that we have the support of BT when moving 
towards e-commerce solutions. This was shown recently when we decided to upgrade to 
an ADSL line in order to have broadband capabilities, an upgrade that was made with
impressive ease.

Maples Fire Surrounds manufactures and supplies craftsman-built fire surrounds 
throughout Yorkshire.
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Start small with a basic telephone system and a few
handsets. Add extra features and applications such as
voicemail, PC networking, broadband internet access,
broadband voice calls, wireless capabilities and branch
office networking as and when you need. Upgrades are
simple and affordable and extra phones, features and
applications come as ‘snap-in’ modules that can be
installed without having to take your system off the air.

• Add more lines and extensions whenever you need.
With the option to grow to 52 extensions and up to 34
traditional and/or broadband voice lines you’ve plenty
of scope for business growth.

• A choice of more than 50 different call handling
features means BT Versatility can be tuned to fit
everyone’s needs perfectly. Answer, hold and transfer
calls with ease. Dial regular contacts by name.
Conference people in at the touch of a button – and
much more.  

• Don’t turn business away because no-one is there to
pick up the call. Simply route your callers to voicemail
services when lines are busy or your office is closed.

• Get the big company feel of a call centre working for
you with BT Versatility’s simple call routing feature. Take
orders, log service requests and book appointments at
evenings and weekends without taking on extra staff or
paying overtime.

• Share files around the office, without shuffling paper.
With BT Versatility it’s easy to link up your PCs on a
Local Area Network for applications and file sharing,
and connect to fast, broadband internet access for a
fixed monthly cost. Everyone can work easily as part of
a team, with the freedom to use email and web
browsing without having to dial up every time. And
you’ve got the security of a firewall to deflect viruses
and intruders.

• Extend your reach around the office. With BT
Versatility’s wireless LAN (Local Area Network)
capability your business network can include people
working flexibly around the office, wherever is most
efficient for them.

• Make phone calls over the internet. You can use your
broadband connection to set up voice calls around the
world and even make calls between your various
locations at no extra cost.

• Connect your people wherever it suits you. Broadband
Module PLUS means your people can work from home
or a remote location – and callers need never know they
are not at an office desk. It’s so easy to set your people
free. All they need is broadband access and a BT
Versatility V-IP Featurephone, which gives all the power,
and features of the popular V16 Featurephone but
linked over IP (Internet Protocol).

With BT Versatility, your business can do so much more
…and be so much more

• Use our flexible cabling solutions to organise your
cabling and give you the freedom to place your phones
and PCs in all the right places. Shifting people about the
office will no longer be a costly headache. 

• Avoid downtime and on-site engineering visits. You can
use our e-Support service to sort out minor problems,
report faults and find answers. With our online, remote
diagnostic service, we can fix most technical faults on
the spot. And for extra peace of mind, BT Versatility
comes with its own standby power package* as back up
if there is a mains failure.

• Gain a presence – and an edge – in this digital
networked economy. Imagine your business without
boundaries, with the freedom to trade and to employ
people anywhere in the country or the world – all driven
by a powerful combination of digital voice, data and
internet communications. BT Versatility lets you do all
these things without a big capital investment, or getting
deeply involved in technicalities. It’s all there, in the box
and ready to go. 

* Standby power package is supplied as standard on all BT Versatility 
digital systems.

Of utmost importance to us was the ability to
integrate our ‘voice’ system with our ‘data’
environment and run any telephone system
through the structured cabling environment which
we had installed. Fortunately for us BT Versatility
lets us do exactly that, while also allowing us to
monitor which of our ISDN lines are in use at any
one time. In essence it allows us to ensure that we
are getting the most out of the system, all of the
time. What’s more, buying through BT really takes
the headaches out of telecomms purchases. 
The consultative process prior to sale ensured that
I could include my existing equipment, it was
installed to fit my plans and I know from
experience that should anything go wrong a BT
engineer is only a phone call away. 

DCP Micro Developments – the UK’s leading
provider of data logging equipment to the
education sector.

Having been impressed with the excellent service we have received over the years, the decision 
to buy from BT again was a no-brainer.

Kay Elliot Architects, upgrading from an old BT Octara switch to BT Versatility. They intend to take
advantage of innovations such as Voice over IP and mobility options to stay in touch with global
projects as far away as Shanghai.
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After all, it is much easier for a few people to change tack
than a few thousand. That’s a big plus when everything
around you is changing too. BT Versatility gives you the
power to exploit that edge. 

Your customers are changing. Now you can respond
faster – and do more for them.

Customer service is often the factor that singles you out
from your competitors. And today’s customers are
extremely demanding. They expect you to be there 24
hours a day and to do business with you any way they
choose – face to face, phone, email and the web.

They expect next day delivery and uncompromising
attention to detail. You can adapt your team to respond.
But what about your phone system and the applications
running on your PCs? How easily could you set up and run
your business online from a website? If you need to get a
team working on a project, but you can’t connect up your
PCs or run conference calls, how easy will it be for your
people to get together and share ideas?

BT Versatility brings all the tools they need – voice, data
and internet communications – together at the desk. 
They can access voicemail, share files, debate and discuss
progress, and agree decisions and actions, all on the spot.
And now the V-IP Featurephone means they don’t even
need to be in the same place but can work together even
from remote locations.

Your horizons are expanding. BT Versatility gets you
closer to markets around the country and the world.

With its advanced call handling and integrated business
tools, BT Versatility makes it easy for you to compete in
the same space as bigger companies. It can give you the
infrastructure for branch office or remote teams to share
knowledge and information over high quality voice
connections and fast data and internet links.

It can help to transform a nine-to-five High Street
operator into a 24/7 internet business. BT Versatility’s
Broadband Modules can help you engage in markets just
about anywhere without having to set up new offices or
take on more staff.

With fast broadband access, you can promote, sell and
support your products online, around the clock, anywhere
in the world. You can get low cost broadband voice calls
anywhere in the world and inclusive calls between your
own sites. You don’t even have to worry about security
because the Broadband Module and Broadband Module
PLUS have their own integrated firewall.

Technology is changing. With BT Versatility, it’s all yours
whenever you want it. 

Today, just about every business can take advantage of
new technologies that can run voice and data applications
together on the same network, with unlimited internet
access and advanced call handling. You can provide wire-
free PC connectivity around your office or around the
country and provide broadband voice telephony for a
single user or a dozen remote workers.

Small businesses have the advantage of being quick off the mark, reacting quickly to shifts in
customer demand, new legislation and changing work patterns.

But you may not need all this at once – and so you won’t
pay for anything you don’t need or use. Because BT
Versatility is modular, you just buy what you need, when
you need it. 

You want communication without complication.
BT Versatility hands it to you in a box.

BT Versatility’s snap-in modules make it easy to shape a
system around your needs. Mix and match to get the
solution that’s right for you. Then change it, whenever
you want to. And you can relax – you don’t have to be an
expert to make the most of it. There are no complicated
codes to remember and no need to look up a manual
every time you want to set up and use new features. Your
Featurephone display takes you, step by step, through
each call so you always know exactly where you are and
what to do next. A simple, intuitive PC-based
management system with interactive menus, guides you
effortlessly through the process of managing a powerful
communications network.

BT Versatility provides everything you need in a simple
all-in-one package. It’s easy to install, easy to use and
easy to grow. 

We’re really pleased with our new BT Versatility
system. It has allowed us to continue to use our
existing specialist telecomms equipment and
opened up previously unavailable functionality
such as voicemail and direct dial extensions. These
features we now regard as essential since they
allow our team to access their messages anywhere
and at anytime.

Deafconnect, providing vital information to both the
deaf and hearing communities across
Northamptonshire and Rutland.

When change is a certainty, BT Versatility can 
give you the edge
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BT Versatility grows in six easy steps to provide 
all the communications tools your business needs

Get the flexibility to use low-cost phones and shared access to network resources for 
voice and data, email and internet applications. Choose to run it over the public telephone
network, ISDN or ADSL broadband – or a combination of all three.

Step 1: Start with a standard phone system

Choose from 8, 16, 24, 32 or 40 traditional extensions, all
with 50+ call handling features. Call routing and queuing
is also included, making BT Versatility ideal for helpdesk
services such as order taking, customer care and technical
support. 

• With BT Versatility, voicemail comes as standard1 on all
systems over eight extensions. Voicemail features
include auto-attendant, reducing call handling costs
and improving customer service. 

• Additional extras come as standard including music-on-
hold for waiting callers, an additional extension or a
central bell. All to help your business run smoothly.

• Enjoy the reliability, instant call set-up and crystal clear
speech quality of digital lines.

Choose either PSTN (the public telephone network) or
ISDN2 modules, or both, for connection to analogue or
digital lines. The digital option means you can:

• Replace several analogue lines with ISDN connections.
With fewer lines, and the right BT Business Plan
package, you’ll be able to save money on call charges.

• Exploit powerful digital features, such as calling line
identity, networked call routing and direct dialling in
(DDI) for a big company look and feel.

12 + 8 system available without voicemail.
2Includes ISDN2 and ISDN30

Step 2: BT Versatility Advanced Voicemail

Upgrade from basic voicemail with an Advanced Voicemail
Module. The advanced eight port module includes
simultaneous access for up to eight users, 20 hours
message time, voice recording and dial-by-name
functionality.

• Give your people the freedom to go about their business
without missing important calls. Messages can be picked
up any time, from any phone. Staff can alter greetings
to reflect their daily whereabouts and how they can be
reached in a hurry.

• Make your business accessible 24/7. Whenever lines are
busy or your office is closed, callers can be invited to
leave messages, or routed to alternative out-of-hours
numbers and services.

• Don’t forget your handsets – See step 4.
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543 6Step 5: BT Versatility Hospitality Package

For hotels, guest houses, residential homes and similar
establishments, the BT Versatility Hospitality package
offers an extensive range of guest and visitor telephone
services that are easy to track and bill.   

• Account for – and bill – every single call your guests
make during their stay.

• Set realistic, per-minute charges for local and long
distance calls. Prevent any misuse by monitoring and
restricting the use of phones in meeting rooms,
reception, back offices, the kitchen and other
administration areas.

• Extend a warmer welcome to your guests. Check from
reception whether a room is free, occupied, cleaned or
needing service. Switch on the message waiting light to
tell your guests when messages are waiting for them at
reception, make it easy for guests to set their own alarm
and reminder calls.

Step 6: Cabling solutions

Whatever you choose for your BT Versatility, there’s a
scalable cabling solution to match. This will provide a
common infrastructure on which you can run the full range
of BT Versatility’s voice, data and internet applications. 
A structured cabling solution will enable you to make the
most of the system’s benefits, right from the start – and 
can be readily adapted to manage your growing and
changing needs.

Find out more on the BT structured cabling web page
www.business-systems.bt.com/products/networking/
cabling/index.htm
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incredibly flexible
lifelong support

Step 3: BT Versatility BBM and BBM PLUS

Extend your reach and enjoy all the benefits of Broadband
with the Broadband Modules’ powerful branch office
interworking, wireless LAN and broadband voice
capabilities. Choose from the standard BBM or BBM
PLUS, which offers additional IP voice channels that may
be used for local or remote V-IP Featurephone
extensions. Enjoy fast and easy email and internet
browsing – with the security of a built-in firewall
monitoring internet activity to help safeguard you against
hackers and access to undesirable content. 

• Deliver integrated voice and data communications to
the desktop, so that your staff can work better together,
or remotely with the Broadband Modules’ integrated
LAN (local area network) or wireless LAN. Create the
opportunity to discuss, share and amend files and group
internet access – get faster, more informed decision
making and customer service.

• Network all your BT Versatility sites, with inter-site
traffic carried over broadband, leased lines or IP Virtual
Private Networking1 (VPN) services.

• Make internet calls to anywhere in the world with
broadband voice. BT Versatility works with BT business
broadband voice to provide extra voice lines. You can
use them just as you do your standard line both to make
and receive calls. The only difference you’re likely to
notice is that line rental is a fraction of the standard cost
and calls with BT Broadband Voice Plus are potentially
cheaper – or even inclusive. By using broadband and an
optional Communications Server you can make calls
between your own sites at no extra cost.

• Use V-IP Featurephones over your LAN and WAN to
create IP telephony both within the office and for
remote workers. Your people can keep their usual office
extensions and full systems functionality of their office
phone systems but work from wherever they like. All
they need is the V-IP Featurephone and broadband
access of 128kbs or better.

1For VPN capability you will need a managed VPN network service from BT

Step 4: V Series Featurephones

Add your choice of BT Versatility’s smart and practical
phones. From basic handsets to the enhanced
functionalities of the V-IP Featurephone specially
designed for remote VoIP use, BT Versatility has the right
phone for you. The ‘V’ Series Featurephones include many
enhanced functions that are easy to set up to suit the way
you work. Simple menus guide you every step of the way
so that even the occasional user will be able to get things
done better and faster than before.

• V16 Featurephone: a 
sophisticated desk phone with a 
large, backlit interactive display.
Easy-to-use menus and 16 
programmable keys give one-touch 
access to a range of features. 

• V16 XP console: adds an extra 32 
programmable keys to the V16 
Featurephone.

• V-IP Featurephone: designed in 
conjunction with the BTV Broadband 
Module PLUS for use in any location 
with a broadband connection. Gives you 
the functionality of the V16 Featurephone 
wherever you happen to be.

• V8 Featurephone - a great phone for everyday 
use, with simple menu driven feature set up and call
handling facilities with eight programmable keys.

• V Phone which is ideal for occasional use in warehouses,
storage areas and at hot desks, as well as hotel guest
rooms.

For greater flexibility, why not add one or more of the
latest wireless headsets? Lightweight and adaptable, a
headset makes it easy for receptionists and other key staff
to stay in touch without being tied to a desk.
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Service and support

Life long support for your BT Versatility is something you 
can take for granted when you choose BT. It starts with a
choice of finance options to get you up and running and
continues with help, advice and hands-on support to make
sure your BT Versatility always lives up to expectations. 
This includes support helpdesks, fault management and
preventative maintenance such as proactive alarm
monitoring and remote moves and changes. 
We’ll help you to decide when and how to upgrade, and
explore the opportunities this will create for your business.
We want you to experience BT Versatility at its very best. 
Any issues you have about using or programming your
system, or indeed anything connected with business
communications, can be raised via our e-support 
helpdesk on 
www.bt.com/productsupport/versatility

You also have a choice of service assurance packages to
match your business hours with our Networked IT Assurance
8-5 on five or six days a week, or around the clock, all year.
With a national service network that includes more than
1,900 engineers, so help is never very far away. If you would
like additional support we can offer an IT Support Manager
(ITSM) service. Whether it’s software crashes, installation
problems or dead email, our IT experts could save you time
and money. They can even securely take ‘remote control’ of
your PC to help fix problems, without even coming on-site.

BT Versatility is our fastest selling phone system ever.
Already, more than 40,000 organisations have chosen it for
its simple and direct no-frills approach to managing the
everyday needs of their business, customers and staff. 
It’s communication without complication. And it’s whatever
you want it to be.

“

Trust BT to take care of everything

”

solution
your move now

What next?
For further information about BT Versatility

• Visit www.bt.com/cs/btversatility 

Still want more?
Talk to us and find out how we can help you.

• Call us on Freefone 0800 389 4848

• Contact your BT Account Manager

• Visit www.bt.com for anything else in our portfolio

BT can offer your business so much more. Whether you’re 
looking to enhance your networking infrastructure, find ways 
to help your people work more effectively or improve your 
customer contact relationships – we’ll work with you to find 
the right solution. And its all supported by our comprehensive 
suite of service and support. 

Whatever you’re looking for, 
we have the solution for you



Offices worldwide
The services described in this publication are subject to availability
and may be modified from time to time. Services and equipment
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